
This Thursday at 12:45pm Irish time the European Central Bank is
due to release its first rate decision and monetary policy statement of
2021. We do not expect any policy changes to come from the central
bank this week, European investors will instead focus more on
Christine Lagarde's communication and any changes that the ECB
may make to their forward guidance for the year.
Between President Lagarde's statement and her press conference at
1:30pm, we expect two main points of narrative to be brought up:
firstly the ECB President will have to comment on the current political
unease in Italy, and secondly to acknowledge the ever-strengthening
Euro and any potential implications of this move.
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Equities: Another quiet start for stock markets across the continent this morning,
Europe's main indices slightly higher on lower than usual volume. Attention for risk assets
will turn to earnings reports as the week goes on, while investors also keep one eye on
the central bank releases to come. VIX lower on Tuesday to $23.20.
Currencies: The major currency pairs saw very quiet trade on Monday as American
traders were away from their desks for the Martin Luther King Bank Holiday in the States.
Volumes are expected to pick up somewhat on Tuesday, however we will likely see
broadly rangebound trade in the absence of any significant economic data today. The
main risks for the Euro this week include possible tighter restrictions on the continent,
political uncertainty in Italy, and the ECB decision on Thursday.
Safe-havens: Sovereign bonds saw another very quiet session on Monday, expected to
remain relatively subdued this week. Gold slightly higher on the week so far, the metal
heading steadily for the $1,850 mark this morning, silver 2% higher to $25.35 as we write.
Looking ahead: A quiet one today on the economic data front, we will see the BOC rate
decision tomorrow along with President Biden's inauguration. Later today we are due to
get Q4 earnings results from Netflix, Goldman Sachs, and Bank of America, followed by
ASML, Morgan Stanley, UnitedHealth Group, and United Airlines all coming tomorrow. 
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Logitech
Swiss-American computer manufacturer and software developer
Logitech today upgraded its 2021 outlook, stating that it now sees
between 57% and 60% sales growth coming to fruition this year,
compared to its previous forecast for just 35% - 40%. The firm also
now expects its adjusted operating income for 2021 to come in at
$1.05 billion.
Logitech's sales rose by 85% in its fiscal third quarter to $1.67 billion,
beating the firm's previous in-house view for circa 40% sales growth.
Net profit was higher at $2.45 per share, compared to $0.84 just one
year prior.
"We are increasingly investing in our capabilities and people for the
growth potential we see in the future" said CEO Bracken Darrell this
morning as part of his statement.
The shares are trading over a percent higher this morning in
Switzerland, having initially spiked 7.6% higher on the opening bell
after this latest earnings result. Logitech, having seen stock price
appreciation of over 87% in 2020, is now trading slightly above fair
value by our calculations at a P/E of 26.1 times. While we do not
expect a repeat of 2020's performance over the coming year, we
maintain our constructive view on this name for the medium-longer
term.

The number of individuals in receipt of the PUP (Pandemic
Unemployment Payment) in Ireland has jumped by 15% over the last
week, according to the Department of Social Protection. The number
has risen by over 62,000 to roughly 460,000 people this week,
reflecting the reintroduction of tighter public health restrictions and
more business closures in recent weeks. Ireland saw its peak in PUP
claimants last May when the number hit 600,000 briefly. While this
week's claims will cost the State €138m, the total cost so far in total
comes to over €5.2 billion.
The sectors with the highest levels of claimants are Accommodation
and Food Service activities, Wholesale & Retail trade, and
Construction.


